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Abstract: With increased cyber penetration in the civil society and popularity of web services, web sites have now been seen as web based Information Systems [1]. The ever evolving web technology has increased flow of information on Internet many folds. Simultaneously flow of web obsolescence [2] has also increased with time. This is mainly due to more and more temporal contents are getting pumped into World Wide Web (WWW) and content authoring as well as content delivery platforms lack adequate mechanism to define, detect and filter obsolete contents. Since HTTP [4] transfer of web contents between two nodes on Internet takes place in the form of HTML documents [4], proper temporal structuring of HTML documents for defining age of web content may enable delivery platforms to detect and filter obsolescence in the under-delivery web content automatically. Presently this can be achieved using server-side scripts [5] by dynamically generated HTML documents, which is difficult for naïve users who can hardly work in HTML. Present paper addresses this problem of naïve user by proposing extended attribute sets of HTML TAGs [6] that can be used in web authoring using HTML. In this paper two new attributes ‘pubDate’ for date of publish of web content and ‘expDate’ for date of expiry of web content have been proposed with a simple syntax for defining age of web content i.e. life span, at the time of web authoring in HTML. Paper also demonstrates auto detection and filtering of web obsolescence in the delivery of static HTML documents by proposed design of content delivery platform. Paper highlights value additions that proposed concept offers for various existing delivery platforms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Until the last decade of past century the structure of WWW was remarkably simple: it was described as a collection of web servers and browsers. The concept of multimedia content documents linked to each other over a network across the globe was so attractive, that since mid-ninety’s, an unprecedented growth of WWW has been witnessed, both in terms of content and usage [7]. This led to enormous contentization over Internet, heavy transfer of web content over Internet and increase in web content obsolescence.

A study shows 13% of the total URL referenced, only 77% remained valid, 37% were found broken link, however, 29% were found inactive URLs i.e. invalid links or obsolete links just within 2 years as observed by Kitchens and Mosley (2000) study cited by Wales (2005) [8].

To control delivery of web obsolescence on Internet, we need to look into web authoring practices using HTML and existing mechanism of content delivery platforms. Hyper Text Markup Language, as we know, facilitates creation of static web pages using a set of commands known as HTML tags. These HTML tags mainly handle data presentation inside the web browser are classified in two categories

Unary Tags (only opening tag) and Binary Tags (a pair of opening and closing tags)

All HTML tags [6] possess a set of attributes for defining style of data presentation inside the web browser. Simple syntax of HTML tags for defining various aspects of content presentation on web pages is as below:

<tag_name>
attribute_name="attribute_value"> Content
</tag_name>
in case of unary TAG, however,

<tag_name>
attribute_name="attribute_value">
Content
</tag_name>
in case of binary TAG.

Normal sequence of flow of HTML content between server and client over Internet [9] can be depicted as

(Fig. 1) HTTP Request/Response
HTTP Request of browser for web content
in the form of Universal Resource Locator (URL)
Parsing of URL by web server for requested document
Filename (HTML file)
Locating document in the web root as per MIME type
Static files are stored in the web root of web server
Opening requested file if MIME type is TEXT/HTML
In the memory of web server
Reading contents of HTML file sequentially
Using file handler by the web server
Sending file as response to the web browser
Writing content sequentially through server socket on
web server

Here it is evident that web server reads file content
after opening it. Our proposed system integrates a Temporal
Evaluation (TE) module at this point in the above sequence. The TE module parses web content, prior to delivery, for their validity based on the values of ‘pubDate’ or ‘expDate’ defined by the web author also know as web master. It is pertinent to mention that only web authors are the right persons who know the life span of web content presented on their web pages.

(Fig. 2) Proposed System

II. OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM

In the proposed framework, temporal attributes ‘pubDate’ and ‘expDate’ are used in the HTML tags for defining life span or age of web content enclosed by any HTML tag. For example, a paragraph text can be assigned age using <P> tag as below:

\[<P \text{pubDate}="value" \text{expDate}="value">\]
Content of paragraph goes here…

\[</P>\]

Here ‘pubDate’ defines date of publish of <P> tag and ‘expDate’ defines date of expiry of <P> tag. Date values can be a valid date using 24-hour standard format. In our demonstration we have used standard date format as

“DD-MMM-YYYY”

using a 24-hour clock with following notations:

- DD – two digits number of day i.e. 00-31
- MMM – three letter name of month i.e. Jan…Dec
- YYYY – four digits number of year e.g. 2014, 2015

For defining content that does not expire, we can omit either ‘pubDate’ or ‘expDate’ attributes or simply we can use a null value for these dates as below:

\[<P \text{pubDate}="" \text{expDate}="">\]
Knowledge content of paragraph goes here…

\[</P>\]

Otherwise we can completely omit use of temporal attributes to define as same paragraph as below:

\[<P \text{Knowledge content of paragraph goes here…}</P>\]

In our present work, contents without age or expiry are referred as Knowledge Content (KC) [10] or Perpetual Content (PC) [11]. However, contents with definite age or definite expiry are referred as Information Content (IC) [12].

Similarly proposed attributes can be applied to any HTML tag in its opening tag to define date of publish and date of expiry of piece of content enclosed with particular tag. For example

\[<A \text{href}="www.google.com" \text{pubDate}="01-Jan-2015" \text{expDate}="30-May-2015">Google Home</A>\]
Or

\[<DIV \text{bgcolor}="orange" \text{pubDate}="01-Jan-2015" \text{expDate}="30-May-2015">Content under this division goes here…</DIV>\]
Or

\[<SPAN \text{pubDate}="01-Jan-2015" \text{expDate}="30-May-2015">\]
Inline content under this tag goes here…

\[</SPAN>\]

In the present work it is assumed that all the paired tags in a HTML document is properly closed as per standard of HTML 5 [13]. The improper pairing or incomplete pairing of tag leads to improper presentation of content inside web browser.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM

For the sake of demonstration of the proposed system, it is implemented using PHP [14] socket programming for running a sample web server. The Temporal Evaluation module is also implemented using PHP string processing library functions. A simple block diagram of proposed system is presented below that depicts integration of TE module in the sequence of normal web content delivery process. This server
runs over system IP address [15] and port number 80 [16] to listen HTTP request of browser. It throws an error if requested HTML documents does not exist in the designated web path i.e. wwwroot [17].

(Fig. 3) Process flow diagram of proposed system

The TE module scans through web content for ‘pubDate’ and ‘expDate’ specified with any paired tags in the HTML document. The corresponding date values of these two attributes are extracted from the tag and it is compared with the system date/time depending on the values. Once TE determines ‘expDate’ is from past, positions of opening and closing of container tag are identified. At the end substring from the position of opening tag till closing tag is replaced with null character. Similarly if value of ‘pubDate’ is from future, positions of opening and closing of container tag are identified to chop the substring from the delivery of web content. Here various cases may arise as below:

- Value of ‘pubDate’ is missing
- Value of ‘expDate’ is missing
- Value of ‘expDate’ may be specified less than the value of ‘pubDate’
- Values are time only
- One value is date, other is time etc.

All such cases are covered while parsing HTML document and appropriate measures have been taken to ensure delivery of valid web content by the proposed framework. Flowchart of the framework is as below:

(Fig. 4) Flowchart of proposed system

The proposed framework integrates a Temporal Evaluator (TE) module in the delivery platform that parses an HTML documents for temporal attributes and compares the date/time values against system date/time.

Applications of Proposed Framework

Browser: Though web content delivery takes place mainly at the web servers; other web techniques also play important roles in delivery of web content over Internet. Browsers also use their local cache memory to act as a delivery platform for serving recently visited web pages [18] from the History.

(Fig. 5) Browser cache service

Temporal Evaluator (TE) module has been implemented as a plug-in module of web browser application. This module scans web page on load and prior to rendering its contents, all HTML tags are evaluated for ‘expDate’ value against the system date browser runs on. If the content is expired, it is commented out so that expired contents are
invisible to the user. Standard HTML commenting methodology is used to implement the concept as below:

```html
<!-
P pubDate="01-Jan-2014" expDate="01-Jan-2015"> Paragraph content goes here ...
</P->
```

**Proxy Server:** Similarly, proxy servers also facilitate speedy delivery of web content over enterprise network through its cache management [19]. A proxy is a trusted agent that can access the Internet on behalf of its users with following main functions:

- providing access to Internet from within a local network;
- controlling the access to network resources
- protecting individual users from network attack.
- reducing necessary bandwidth

![Proxy service](image)

(Fig. 6) Proxy service

**Search Engine:** Search engine crawls web content on Internet periodically and stores them in local database with adequate indexing [20]. This kind of intermediary short term storage facilitates cache based prompt delivery of web content; however, on the other hand it leads delivery of obsolescence from information point of view. Above figure illustrates TE module in search engine delivery mechanism for detection and filtering of obsolete content, similar to web server application.

Prior to delivery of requested HTML document, TE scans whole document from `<BODY>` to `</BODY>` tag for `expDate` attributes. If `expDate` attribute value is specified in any HTML tag, this value is evaluated against system date, thus expired contents are filtered at the time of delivery.

**CDN Server:** A content delivery network (CDN) is a system of distributed servers that delivers Web Content to a user based on the geographic locations of the user, the origin of the web page and a content delivery server [22] [23]. Content delivery network comprises of several web servers for serving the same set of web content to large number of users [24] [25]. Here also proposed framework plays a significant role in reducing replication of obsolete content on both, source server as well as mirror servers.

![Content Delivery Network](image)

(Fig. 8) Content Delivery Network [24]

Integrating TE module on main web server will enable obsolescence detection and filtering prior to replicating web content on mirror servers. TE module on mirror servers ensures further delivery of obsolescence free web content to the end users.

The present work also highlights several other benefits that can be achieved using proposed framework such as demand based content authoring, time line navigation, synching of content delivery network for valid information, time specific content delivery etc.

**IV. ANALYSIS**

For analyzing the performance of proposed content delivery platform a HTML MIME type document “test1.html” was used. On Internet, delivery of 84 KB test document took .866s with 397ms CPU utilization when obsolete content was unfiltered. However, with filtering of obsolete content of 1 KB,
delivery of 83 KB test document took .857s with 386ms CPU utilization.

http://profile.iitb.ac.in:8000/test1...
1. profile.iitb.a...0000 - test1.html 107 ms

CPU Utilization

Bandwidth (0 - 5,000 Kbps)

http://profile.iitb.ac.in:8000/test1...
1. profile.iitb.a...0000 - test1.html 306 ms

CPU Utilization

Bandwidth (0 - 5,000 Kbps)

(Fig. 9) CPU utilization with & without obsolescence

It is evident that delivery of obsolescence free web document is not only .009s faster than the delivery of original document that contains obsolete content, but also CPU utilization on web server reduces by .011 ms in delivering obsolescence free web content [21][26].

Performance of the proposed delivery platform is more demonstrative in the following graph between size of obsolescence and time in delivery. CPU utilization and delivery time of different size of obsolete content have been recorded. This clearly shows that with increase in obsolescence in sample web page, CPU utilization reduces significantly.

(Fig. 11) CPU utilization vs. Size of web content

CPU utilization depends on various factors related to network conditions, server hardware, running applications on web server etc. and it varies in different environments [27][28].

V. FUTURE SCOPE

1. Date time format such as “DD-MMM-YYYY HH:MM:SS” in a 24-hour clock can be used to define content age in terms of minutes, hours, days, months or years.

2. TE module can scan HTML documents of web server for periodically to regenerate temporary HTML document free of obsolete content.

3. Meta tag can be used to indicate temporal structuring of HTML documents. Accordingly TE module of content delivery platform can enable or disable for its functioning.

4. Since the obsolete content remains in the static HTML document web browsers can facilitate users a timeline navigation mechanism [18] using ’pubDate’, ’expDate’ attributes with respect to user’s Computer Date as below:

   pubDate <= sysDate <= expDate

5. Presently ‘pubDate’ and ‘expDate’ are defined with date values, however, time values can also be used for defining age of fast moving contents.

6. With evaluation of system date/time against ’pubDate’ and ‘expDate’ dynamic web pages can be designed even without use of client-side or server-side scripting. For example, to greet visitor, following two paragraphs can server the purpose:

   <p pubDate="00:00:00" expDate="12:00:00">Hello! Good Morning</p>

   and

   <p pubDate="12:00:01" expDate="24:00:00">Hello! Good Evening</p>


8. Cache management features of proxy servers and browsers can be optimized by periodically purging the obsolete content stored in the cache memory [20] of these web tools.

9. Web authors can be acknowledged in advance by web server through mail or SMS for content obsolescence.

10. Auto feed to registered subscribers can be generated by web server for newly published web content on the web site.
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VII. CONCLUSION

It can be concluded that the proposed framework leads new way of web authoring with two new attributes and new technique of content delivery by web servers that use new attributes in sensing and filtering obsolete content of the web page. Temporal restructuring of web content achieved using proposed two new attributes “pubDate” and “expDate” leads new mechanism of cache management, content updation, auto subscription feeds etc. These attributes can be applied on any HTML tag that <opens> and </closes> for defining age of web content, thus, time specific web authoring is possible under proposed framework. The concept of green web can be assured by ensuring obsolence free web content delivery over Internet. The performance of web server with obsolence detection and filtering feature improves with size of HTML documents.
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